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Sheared Flow Equilibrium
Coupling System

Abstract. A shearedflow equilibriumin the magnetosphere-

ionosphere
(M-I) couplingsystemandits stabilityagainstthe
Kelvin-Helmholtz(K-H) instabilityare investigatedwithin the
ideal MHD by using a box-shapedmagnetospheric
model.
Without forcing, the unperturbed transverse (convection)

in

the

M-I

The upperpanel of Figure 1 showsshearof the E x B drift

velocity(VE) in the magnetosphere.
This M-I couplingsystem
can be modeledby a simplebox-shaped
M-I couplingsystem
in the lower panel. The vertical componentof the static

electric field responsible for the E x B drift declines
exponentially with time due to the ionospheric Joule
magnetic
fieldisrepresented
byB0•, where
• is
dissipationand the decay (e-folding) time is larger than one- background
half of the Alfv6n bounceperiod.The restoringforcedue to the the unit vectorin the z directionandB0 > 0. Eachionosphere
are locatedfrom z
line bendingassociatedwith the transversemagneticfield is has thicknessh. Therefore,the ionospheres
We considera
responsiblefor the existenceof a critical height-integrated =ltoz=l+handfromz=-ltoz=-l-h.

Pedersen
conductivityZpc'"'
(g0vn) -1, whereVA is the average limit h->O, so that we do not need to take into account the

unperturbed
magnetic
fieldBoyin theionosphere.
We takethe

Alfv6n velocity along the field line, above which the K-H
instabilityin the magnetosphere
is suppressed
completely.

unperturbedelectric field E 0 parallel to the x axis and assume
that it is uniformfor-l _<z < I. As E 0 decayswith time due to
the ionosphericJoule dissipation,E 0 shouldactually be a

Introduction

function of x, z, and t.

Previouselectrostaticmodelsstudyingthe stability of the
velocity shearlayer in the M-I couplingsystemincludedthe
ionosphericcoupling,but they are not fully 3-D, becausethe
magnetosphereis either height-integrated [Keskinen et al.,
1988] or a current-voltagerelationshiphas been used [Lotko

Figure2 is a crosssectionof the magnetosphere
at a fixed z
(0 < z < l). The field E0 hasonly the x component
E0x(X,z, t),
which is constantat x •- 0, but is discontinuousat x = 0, and

Eox(X,Z,t)={
Eox(t)(x<O,-l
(1)

and Shen, 1991' Wei and Lee, 1993].

- Eox(t)(x > 0, - l < z < l)

MHD modes with non-zero k-B 0, where k is the wave
vector and B0 is the backgroundmagneticfield, distort the
field line and the restoring force of field line bending
contributesa stabilizinginfluence.The stabilizing,line-tying
effect [Miura and Kan, 1992; hereafterreferred to as MK92],

where Eox(t) > 0. This electric field drives Pedersenand Hall

currents in the ionosphere.The unperturbedionospheric
Pedersencurrentis connectedto the unperturbed
field-aligned
current J0zat x = 0. In the limit of h->O, these unperturbed
currentsproducean unperturbed
y componentof the eld

whichis due to non-zerok,.Bo,.,wherek,.is the verticalwave
number and Bo,. is the vertical unperturbedfield strength,

Boy(xz, t)

cannot be neglectedwhen the Alfv6n transit time between the
two ionospheresbecomescomparableto or smaller than the

g0l]pE0x(X,
z,t)(0<z<l)

(2)

•- }.t0ZpEox(X,
z, t) (-I < z < 0)
in the magnetosphere,which is shown by the horizontal
dashedarrowsin Figure2. The unperturbed
field-aligned
current

growth(e-folding)time of the K-H instability.When thereis a
transverseelectric field causingshearof the electricfield drift,

at x = 0 and the unperturbedionosphericPedersencurrent

the othernon-zeroterm,kyBoy
, in theline bendingtermk-B0 produc6no magneticfield under the ionosphere(i.e., in the
= kyB0y+ k,.Boz,whereBoyis the transversefield in the atmosphere) [Fukushima, 1976]. That is,
magnetosphere
andkyis a wavenumber
in thedirection
of the ] Boy(X,
z,t)]= Boy(t)
> 0 (atx•-0,0 < z < l, and-I < z < 0) (3)
unperturbed
flow, hasalsoa stabilizinginfluence.The purpose where
of the presentpaper is to describethe decayingnatureof the
Boy(t)= }.toZpE0x(t)
(4)
shearedflow equilibriumin the 3-D M-I couplingsystemand to
produces
anx component
of theunperturbed
show the existenceof a critical PedersenconductivityZpc, TheHallcurrent
above which the K-H instability is suppressedcompletely magneticfield

owingto thenon-zero
kyBoy.

Box(X,
z,t)={ }.t0•2HE0x(X,
z=l,t)(z
>l+h)}(5)
-- }.to7.;}/E0x(X,
z =- l, t) (z < -l-

h)

in the atmosphere.
The frozen-inlaw in the magnetosphere
is

Copyright1996by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

Eo + Vo x Bo= 0

(6)

wherethe subscript
0 denotesthe unperturbed
quantities,¾o(X,
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z, t) = (0, Voy(x,z, t) -- Vo(x,z, t), Vo,.(x,z, t)), andBo(x,z, t) =
(0, Boy(x,
z, t), Bo).NoticethatBo= Bo,.and
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Figure 3. A 3-D view of the magnetic field configuration.
The rectangular surface represents the ionosphere. Three
magneticfield lines at x > 0, x = 0, and x < 0 are shownby
solid lines. The unperturbedmagneticfield points downward

z=• F/••••
Ionosphere
[P [H

onlyatx = 0 andit hasa component
Boyat x ½0.

Figure 1. A shear of the E x B drift velocity in the
magnetosphere
(upperpanel) and a simplifiedbox-shapedM-I
coupling system (lower panel). B0 is the static background x g:0, which is uniform at x • 0 and z g:0, and is discontinuous
field. The horizontal component of B 0 is not shown
at x = 0 and z = 0. The angle 0 ( > 0) between the magnetic
explicitly. Ionospheres
are representedby hatchedregions.

field line at x • 0 andthe z-axisis givenby
tan0 =Boy/B0
= }.to•pE0x/B0-=
•to•pVa

(10)

Vo(x,
z,t)=VOY(x,
z,t)={-V0(t)
(x<0,-l<z</)(7) whereweassumedBoy<< B0.
V0(t) (x > 0,- l < z </)

Figure 4 showsa crosssectionof the M-I coupling system

where V0(t) > 0 and

at a fixedx for a smallV0 (le•tpanel)andfor a largeV0(fight

I Voz(X,
Z,t) l = Vo•.(t)
(atx • O,- l < z < OandO< z < l ) (8)

withV0z(t)=
Eo,,Boy/(Bo
2+ B•y).Theequation
(6) hastheonlyx
component,which can be written as

E0x= - ( V0 Bo- BoyVoz)

(9)

Figure 3 shows a 3-D view of the magnetic field
configurationin the magnetosphere.
The unperturbedmagnetic
field line is straightand the magneticfield pointsdownward

onlyat x = 0 andit hasa transverse
component
Boy(x, z, t) at

panel). The solid line in the magnetosphererepresentsthe
magneticfield line at x > 0 and the dashedlines represent
magneticfield lines at x < 0. The field line is kinked at z = 0,
becausethe ionosphericfoot of the field line cannot move
freely becauseof the finite Pedersenconductivity.Therefore,
the magneticfield line is stretchedin the y directionby the
magnetosphericplasma flow.
Figure 5 showsunperturbedquantitiesin the M-I coupling
systemat a fixed y. The Pedersencurrentin the ionosphereis

connected
to a field-aligned
current
J0,.atx = 0 (notethatBoy=
0 atx =0).

Eo = Eox

Decaying Nature of the Equilibrium
When the "unperturbed"
E0 is set up in the magnetosphere,
E 0 must decay with time, becauseof the ionosphericJoule

Boy

dissipation.In other words,the unperturbed
configuration
©z
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Figure 4. A cross section of the M-I coupling system at
fixed
x for a small V0 (left panel) and for a large V0 (right
Figure 2. A crosssectionof the magnetosphere
at a fixed z
(0 < z < l). The unperturbed
field Boyis shownby thedashed panel). The solid line in the magnetosphererepresentsthe
arrowsandtheunperturbed
y component
of theelectricdriftV0y field line at x > 0 and the dashedlinesrepresentfield lines at x
= V 0 is shownby the solid arrows.
_<0. Large white arrowsrepresentelectricdrift by E0.
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flow), substitutionof (18) into (16) shows
that Eo declinesexponentiallywith an exponentialdecay rate
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Figure 5. A crosssectionof the unperturbed
electricfield,
magneticfield, and current in the magnetosphereat a fixed y.
The solid vertical arrowsrepresentthe directionof the current.
shownin Figures4 and 5 is not in strict dynamicalequilibrium
as Galinsky and Sonnerup [1994] noted, because the y
componentof J x B force is not balancedby any other force.
Here, we calculatethe decaytime of E0. Since we consider
the uniform Eo at x •: 0, the advectionterm (¾o'V)Vo vanishes
at x • 0. Therefore,incompressible
MHD equationsyield

/)10t
[ pV2/2+ B2/(2[to)]
=- •.1,;
1V.(t x B ) - V'(pV ) (11)
where p is constantwith time. We take a volume integral of
(11) in the magnetosphereat x •: 0. For the volume of the
integrallet us take a volumecharacterized
by 0 < x < lx, 0 < y <

ly,and-l < z < l. Weobtain
from(11)

1 (notethat MA << 1 for the

go• VA

I 1+(go•PVA)
2

(19)

The term (g0ZpVA)2 in the R.H.S arisesfrom the magnetic
energy associatedwith Boy. Since the R.H.S. becomes
maximum at g0ZpVA = l, We obtain •d > 2l/VA. This is an
important relationship, because if the decay time of the
unperturbedstateis smallerthan 2//V A, suchan "unperturbed"
statewill decayduring one Alfv6n transittime and will never
be realized. In such a case the conceptof "convection"of an
entire flux tubewould be uselessand a stabilityanalysisof the
M-I couplingsystemwould not be well posed.

Stabilizing Effect of the Transverse Magnetic

Field
We assumethat B0, Vo, and Eo are constantwith time. Such
an assumptionis valid only when we know posteriorlythat the
growth rate 1' obtainedfrom the perturbationanalysissatisfies
]t ,1;
d>> 1. That is, the present analysis is invalid when the
instability development time becomes comparable with the
decay time of the unperturbedstate(or roughly Alfv6n transit

timefor thelimitingcase).In MK92theeffectof BoyandVoz
were includedonly in the ionosphericboundaryconditionand
not in the magnetosphericnormal-mode equation. Now the

effectof Boyis includedin the magnetosphere.
Accordingto
Miura and Pritchett [1982] the K-H instability is suppressedin
an incompressible plasma by the magnetic tension force
associatedwith the field line bendingwhen

2•
•tJo
dxdy•dz(•-poVg+
c=fl.[poky2vSy
-;f211,
I'dx
_<
0 (20)
V0y(X)is the y component
of the unperturbed
flow
_ 1[f (EoxB0).dS+l
(EoxBo).dS]
(12)where
velocity, /•//•z is simply approximatedby ikz, and
•0

z=l-œ

z=-l+œ

where the subscript0 denotesunperturbedquantitiesand we let
e (>0) -o 0. The contribution from the last term of the R.H.S.
of (11) vanishes because of the uniform P0 and the
incompressibility. The assumption of the uniform P0 is
justified, becauseonly the region inside the magnetosphereis
considered. Contributions to the R.H.S. of (12) from surface

f-- k.B0 = ky Boy+ kz Bo

d<õBx)
2 •-I
õBxl
I,I2-- 7ix
3- +<ky2+k
z>

at x • 0 and z • 0.

From the continuityof the tangentialelectricfield we have

[poky2v3y
- •f 2]max
_<
0

Boj_
( z = l - e) =- goZpE[5
s'x •

(14)

Using (13) and (14) we obtain

(23)

wherethe subscriptmax meansthe maximumvalue at - oo< x <
oo.By taking the most stringentcondition,one can reduce(23)

Eo( z= l-e ) = E•s'
(13) further
whereE['s'is the ionospheric
electricfield.The unperturbed
field componentBoj_(perpendicular
to the z-axis) is givenby

(22)

where/SBxis the x componentof the field perturbationand Bo =
B0z.From (20) a sufficientconditionfor the stabilityis

integrals
aty = 0 andy = lycanceled
out,because
E0andB0are
uniform

(21)

to

[poky2v3y]max[[l•lf2]rain
<_
0

(24)

where the subscriptmin meansthe minimum value at - oo< x <
oo.Since the additionof a constantto the unperturbedvelocity
profile does not affect the stability propertyof the flow, it is

Iz (Eo
xB0
).dS
=lx
ly
go
•,pE&
(15)

sufficientto consider
the caseof an antisymmetric
voy(x)as
shownin Figure 2. If we denote the total velocity jump by AV

The sameequationalso holdsat z =- l + e. Substitutionof (15)
andthe sameequationat z = - l + e into (12) yields

I /)//)t[ Po(Vo
2+ V&)/2+ B•y/(2go)
]=- ZpEo2x (16)
whereBoyis givenby (4) and
Voz/Vo
= Boy/Bo
= tan0 --_goZPV0'" g0ZpVA'M^

(17)

= 2Vo---2Eox/Bo,(24) can be written as

:po

2go 2 B•

Nt)]

where we assumedBoy << Bo. Therefore,if we assume

(25)

Ifl

(26)

=llkzBol-IkyBoyll

From (25) and (26) a sufficientconditionfor the stabilityis

]Av/v^o,l_<2[
1- IkzBo/Cky
Boy)]
[

whereVA= Bo/(goO0)
m andMA= Vo/V^. Therefore,
weobtain

po
2

-- •0-2
•in
poky2(AV/2)2
2 --<0
where

(27)

where
VAO.
=Boy/(go0o)
m.Since

[AV•_
BO
2MAU02MA--2M.•_A
_ 2 (28)

IVAol

oZpg0

omVo .ZPVA
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we obtain from (27) with the use of (10)

1 _<1- k,. 1

goZpV^ •yygoZpVo

(29)

IN THE M-I COUPLING

1970; Oguti, 1974] is visible evidenceof the K-H instability
driven by the shear of the E x B drift velocity. Figure 5 in
MK92 showsthat when g0ZpV^=0.1 < g0ZpcV^~ 1 and V^/Vo =

for the stability. Let us considera case, where the following

100,thegrowthratesatisfies
¾•d > ¾2//VA >> 1 for kylVo/V^

condition

>> 0.5.SincekylVo/V^>> 0.5is wellsatisfied
forsmall-scale

is satisfied:

>_ Ik./kl

(30)

In this case (29) can be reduced to

[J•VA• 1+gX1Ikz/ k•

(31)

This is a sufficient condition for the absolute stability. It
follows that the necessarycondition for the instability is

•Y.vVA
< 1+M•l k,./k•

(32)

From (31) it is obviousthat whenZp = oo,the K-H instabilityis
suppressedcompletely. The first term in the R.H.S. of (31)
(equal to unity) originatesfrom the stabilizing, line bending

term associated
with non-zerokyB0y.Only the secondsmall
term (practically much smaller than unity) in the R.H.S. of
(31) originates from the line-tying effect due to non-zero
k,.B0,..Note that in MK92 the local stabilizingeffect by the

field line bendingassociated
with Boywasnotincludedin the
magnetosphere
andhencethestabilizing
effectby Boyfoundin
the presentstudy is different from the line-tying effect due to
non-zerokzB0,.,which was clarified in MK92.

cuds (~10km) and I = 20Re, this demonstratesthat small-scale
curls satisfythe conditionfor the instability,i.e., Zp < Zp•and
¾•d >> 1. The existenceof the criticalZp (see(31)) may explain
the sporadicappearanceof cuds and rays (auroralvortex streets
seenfrom the side) in the nightsideauroras,becauseZp inside
discrete arcs is enhanced, and it may also explain relative
scarcityof rays in the daysidecuspauroras(Hallinan, private
communication,1987), becausethe dayside Zp may be larger
than Zp•owing to a slight presenceof sunlight.
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